SPECIAL SUBJECTS
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the issue of 1884 121p 22cm (Chaucei
society [Publications] 1st ser, 72) 821
Tatlock, John Strong Perry, and Ken-
nedy, Arthur G Concordance to the
complete works of Geoffrey Chaucer and
to the Romaunt of the Rose Wash,
Carnegie inst, 1927 lllOp 29cm (Car-
negie institution Pub 353) $20 821
Complete, except in the case of about 150 very com-
mon ^oids for which only selected references are given
Based upon the test of the Globe edition
French, Robert Dudley Chaucer hand-
book, NY, Crofts, 1929 394p 19cm
$2	821
Cewper
Neve, John Concordance to the poetical
works of William Cowper Lond, S
Low, 1887 504p 24cm o p	821
Based upon text of the Aldme edition Omits transla-
tions, except the more important oneb from Vincent
Bourne, and most of the minor poerns
Dickens
Clark, William Andrews, jr The library
of William Andrews Clark, jr Ciuik-
shank and Dickens	Collated and
comp by R E Cowan and W A Clark,
jr. San Francisco, Pr by J H Nash,
1921-23 2v 26cm	012
\ 1, p 3-77, Cruikshank, v 1, p 81-142 and v 2, Dickens
Eckel, John C. First editions of the writ-
ings of Charles Dickens and their values,
a bibliography Lond , Chapman, 1913
296p il, facsims 23cm	012
Hatton, Thomas, and Cleaver, A H Bib-
liography of the periodical works of
Charles Dickens, bibliographical, ana-
lytical and statistical Lond , Chapman,
1933 384p facsims 26cm 52s 6d 012
Fyfe, Thomas Alexander Who's who in
Dickens A complete Dickens repeitory
in Dickens' own words Lond, Hodder,
N Y , Doran, 1912 355p 23cm o p 823
Gives for each character included an illustrative quo-
tation and the title of the story m which the character
figures No chapter references, full descriptions or analy-
ses of characters, or synopses of plots Lists of char-
acters is selected, not complete
 Hayward, Arthur I Dickens encyclo-
pedia, an alphabetical arrangement ot
references to eveiy charactei and place
mentioned in the woiks of fiction \\ith
explanatory notes on obscuie allusions
and phrases Lond, Routledge, NY,
Dutton, 1924 174p pi, ports 25cm
7s 6d , $5	823
Includes in one alphabet synopses* of plots, desciip-
tions of characters and scenes with lefeiences to all
chapters in which the&e occur, and articles on miscel-
laneous subjects, e g , illustrators of Dickens' works
Includes fewer names of characters than Philip, but la
fuller for information about real persona and places
Good illustrations
Philip, Alexander J, and
Dickens dictionaiy 2d ed
end, "The Librarian," 1928
Gadd, W. L
rev   Graves-
374p   pi   21s
823
Contains (1) Synopses of plots, (2) alphabetical list
of eh uacteis and places, (3) index of oiiginals Includes
inmcfa fiom all Dickens' works except the Child's history
oj England Differs fiom Pieice's Dickens dictionary m
having all names in one alphabetical list, instead of
sepaiate lists for each novel, m icfemng only to the
first chapter m which a character appears, and m
omitting quotations Differs from the 1st ed in includ-
ing all notes about originals in the Indc^
Pierce, Gilbert Ashville Dickens dic-
tionary, \vith additions by W A Wheel-
er Bost , Houghton, Lond, Chapman,
[c!872, 1900] 573p pi 20cm	823
Ananged by books, not in one alphabet, an older
work, but not superseded by more recent works Gives
description of each character, its connection with the
plot, quotations, and exact chaptei references for all
chapters in which character appears
McSpadden, Joseph Walker Synopses
of Dickens's novels N Y , Crowell, 1904
208p 15cm op	823
Good outlines of plots
Eliot, George
Mudge, Isadore Gilbert, and Sears, M. E
A George Eliot dictionaiy, the charac-
tei s and scenes ot the novels, stones and
poems alphabetically arranged Lond ,
Routledge, N Y , Wilson, 1924 41+260p
23cm o p	823
Contains (1) Synopses, giving time and scene of the
novels, short stories and poems, and outlines of the
plots, (2) main dictionary of fictitious arid histoncal
characters, places, etc , with descriptions, illustrative
quotations, notes as to originals, and many historical

